Language endangerment: a multidimensional analysis of risk factors
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Abstract

The world is facing a crisis of language loss that rivals, or exceeds, the rate of loss of biodiversity. There is an increasing urgency to understand the drivers of language change in order to try and stem the catastrophic rate of language loss globally and to improve language vitality. Here we present a unique case study of language shift in an endangered Indigenous language, with a dataset of unprecedented scale. We employ a novel multidimensional analysis, which allows the strength of a quantitative approach without sacrificing the detail of individual speakers and specific language variables, to identify social, cultural, and demographic factors that influence language shift in this community. We develop the concept of the ‘linguatype’, a sample of an individual’s language variants, analogous to the geneticists’ concept of ‘genotype’ as a sample of an individual’s genetic variants. We use multidimensional clustering to show that while family and household have significant effects on language patterns, peer group is the most significant factor for predicting language variation. Generalized linear models demonstrate that the strongest factor promoting individual use of the Indigenous language is living with members of the older generation who speak the heritage language fluently. Wright–Fisher analysis indicates that production of heritage language is lost at a significantly faster rate than perception, but there is no significant difference in rate of loss of verbs vs nouns, or lexicon vs grammar. Notably, we show that formal education has a negative relationship with Indigenous language retention in this community, with decreased use of the Indigenous language significantly associated with more years of monolingual schooling in English. These results suggest practical strategies for strengthening Indigenous language retention and demonstrate a new analytical approach to identifying risk factors for language loss in Indigenous communities that may be applicable to many languages globally.
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1. Introduction

Over 7,000 languages are currently recognized worldwide, but over 6% are no longer spoken, and between one-third and one-half of all languages are considered endangered (Austin and Sallabank 2011; Evans 2011; Rehg and Campbell 2018; Romaine 2017; Sutherland 2003). Estimates of the rate of ongoing language loss are roughly equivalent to the loss of one language every fortnight (Crystal 2000), with the potential for the majority of languages to cease being spoken within a century (Krauss 1992). The heaviest areas of language loss have been in Australia, Canada, and the USA, where more than 70% of languages are highly endangered or no longer spoken (Loh and Harmon 2014; Simons and Lewis 2013). Australia has suffered catastrophic rates of language loss: fewer than fifteen of the more than 300 distinct Australian Indigenous languages are still actively acquired by children (Simpson and Wigglesworth 2019).

Urgent intervention is needed to maintain and revitalize the world’s remaining language diversity (Crystal 2000; Krauss 1992). To best focus our efforts to stem the tide of language loss, we need to know which factors present the greatest threat to minority languages, and which aid in their retention within speech communities. In particular, we want to examine factors that are open to adjustment or manipulation in real-world situations, such as exposure to heritage language and aspects of formal education.

Studies of language endangerment have typically been either quantitative analyses focused on correlates of language endangerment at regional or global levels (e.g. Amano et al. 2014; Sutherland 2003), or qualitative studies of social factors influencing language shift in specific communities (Austin and Sallabank 2011; Brenzinger 1992; Crystal 2000; Dorian 1981; Hinton 2011; Krauss 1992; Meakins and O’Shannessy 2016; Rehg and Campbell 2018; Sasse 1992; Simons and Lewis 2013). Here we develop a new approach, combining the strength of a quantitative approach and a large dataset with the advantages of a sociolinguistic focus on specific language variables and individual language use, in order to examine the process of language change within an Indigenous population. This multidimensional approach allows the detection of general trends across many linguistic features. By doing so, we can identify microlevel processes within speaker communities which allow us to make predictions about risk factors at the macrolevel of language endangerment, and potentially support effective interventions to support language vitality.

To understand processes of language shift and language endangerment, we need to consider multiple levels of language use. For example, Sasse (1992) identifies three levels of factors relevant to language loss: external setting (the cultural, sociopolitical, historical processes that result in pressure on a speaker community to shift language), speech behavior (sociolinguistic aspects of changing variable use), and structural consequences (changes in phonology, morphology, syntax, and lexicon within an endangered language). A full explanation of language loss should ideally draw on research at all of these levels (Fishman 2002; Sasse 1992). More generally, there is wide agreement that patterns of language change require both synchronic studies of variation and diachronic studies of language shift (Labov 1994a,b; Meyerhoff 2009). In many ways, this is similar to the approach that biologists take to understanding the evolution of biodiversity and the patterns of species endangerment: studies of current patterns of genetic variation are used both to understand the processes of diversification and to assess population vulnerability (Allendorf 2017; Avise 2009).

While there are key differences in the way that languages and species change over time, and in the types of processes that cause vulnerability and loss, some broad concepts are similar between biology and linguistics and these shared concepts may help inform new modes of analysis (Bromham 2017). The uniformitarian principle is widely accepted in both linguistics and evolutionary biology: that changes within and between lineages (languages or species) are ultimately driven by the processes of variation and change that can be observed operating within populations (Christy 1983). Yet these processes of change are typically studied either at the ‘micro’ level (change in specific language variables, individual variation between speakers, or sociolinguistic patterns within populations) or at the ‘macro’ level (language diversification, shift, and loss). Evolutionary biology faces a similar disjunct between studies of population genetic variation and the processes of mutation (the causes of differences between individuals), selection and drift (which influence patterns of variation within populations), and speciation and extinction (which determine the fates of species and lineages). In biology, DNA sequences provide a way of linking these levels together because the same genes can be compared between individuals, among populations, and between species (Hua and Bromham 2017). But it has thusfar been difficult to develop a similar framework for a micro-to-macro analysis of language variation because the data typically recorded at individual and population level (in sociolinguistic studies) rarely corresponds directly to the...
language variation studied at the lineage level (exemplified by historical linguistics).

When biologists wish to characterize the variation present in a population to explain the history of change and potentially to evaluate capacity for future change, they sample many individuals from the population and identify genetic variables that show variation within the population, whether these are alternative DNA sequences of particular genes, protein variants, microsatellites (short DNA repeats sometimes used in ‘DNA fingerprinting’), or any other form of genetic variant (e.g. Allendorf 2017; Avise 2009; Luikart et al. 2003). If many genetic markers are sampled, without specifically targeting traits likely to be actively shifting (changing under selection) in this population, they give an unbiased view of rates and patterns of change. With sufficient variable sites from across the genome, estimates of both individual variability and population levels of variation can be made and specific groups of variables can be compared to contrast their patterns of variation and change. For example, many studies of genetic variation seek to identify single nucleotide polymorphisms, variable sites in the genome at which not all individuals have identical DNA sequences (e.g. Morin, Luikart and Wayne 2004). At each of these identified variable sites, individuals in the population may carry one or two of multiple variants for that locus. The ‘genotype’ of an individual is the set of variants it carries at all of the sampled variable sites—it is a representation of the individual’s genetic makeup, not a complete description of its genome.

Surveying variants in individuals sampled from the population provides a baseline for change across the genome against which to compare the patterns and rates of change at specific sequences in order to detect significant patterns. Examples range from identifying genes under selection in particular environments (e.g. Evans et al. 2014), determining the relative contributions of different lines of ancestry of individuals and populations (Rius and Darling 2014), documenting the response of populations to changing pressures (e.g. Agrawal et al. 2012), tracing population history (e.g. Moreno-Estrada et al. 2013), reconstructing large-scale patterns of change and diversification (e.g. Coulson et al. 2011), and predicting future evolutionary potential (e.g. Harrisson et al. 2014). In this way, the genotype allows patterns of variation at the microlevel to be connected to change at the macrolevel, connecting the origins of new variants to variation within populations to the diversification of species and lineages. Although genotyping nuclear markers (inherited from both parents) or mitochondrial markers (typically maternally inherited) may be used to trace parentage or ancestry, the concept of genotyping is not restricted by the mode of inheritance of the markers. For example, we could also genotype an individual’s microbiome (which could be inherited from parents, siblings, unrelated individuals or via the environment) or its virome (which could even be ‘inherited’ from other species such as domestic animals or wildlife). These genetic variants could change over the course of an individual’s lifetime, but we could still genotype the variants present at a given point in time.

The approach to genotyping—recording a large number of variables that are known to show variation within the population but without regard to their specific patterns of change—has not yet been applied in linguistics. Instead, sociolinguistic studies tend to focus on one or few variables selected specifically because they vary with some factor of influence, such as age or class (Guy and Hinskens 2016; Labov 1994a,b; Meyerhoff 2010; Tagliamonte 2006). But with sufficient data, an analogous approach can be developed by selecting linguistic variables known to show variation within the population, sampling speakers across many different demographic or sociocultural sections of the society, and recording for each speaker which variants they use in their linguistic repertoire. Recording which language variants an individual uses for each language variable allows us to describe their ‘linguatype’, analogous to an individual’s genotype. A genotype does not describe the whole genome, but uses a representative sample of genetic markers that is known to vary within the population in order to characterize genetic variation of individuals, for example, to describe the variation attributed to different ancestral populations. In the same way, the linguatype uses a broad sample of language elements that vary within the population to characterize an individual’s pattern of language use, such as the use of elements from different source languages. If a sufficient number of variables are chosen only because they are known to have multiple forms in the population, not because they have a known pattern of change or association within the speaker community, then the linguatype provides an unbiased sample of the ‘idiolect’ (an individual’s characteristic pattern of language use) at a particular point in time. This allows us to study the process of the incorporation of language elements from one language into another, such as large-scale borrowing that occurs during the ongoing attrition of a heritage language in situations of language shift. A large sample of variables also allows patterns to be contrasted between different language elements, such as nouns and verbs, or tracked between different kinds of language modalities, such as comprehension versus production.
Here we demonstrate how the ‘linguatype’ sampling strategy can be used to integrate analysis of language variation and change across micro- and macrolevels, using an analysis of an endangered Indigenous Australian language. The Australian situation presents an especially informative focus for studies of language shift and loss. Much of Australia’s rich linguistic heritage has undergone rapid change since the arrival of English-speaking colonists from the eighteenth century onward, and the processes of language loss and endangerment are ongoing (Loh and Harmon 2014; Simpson and Wigglesworth 2019). Here we focus on one highly endangered Indigenous language (Gurindji: Ngumpin-Yapa, Pama-Nyungan: Fig. 1) which is undergoing rapid contact-induced shift. A mixed language, drawing elements from Gurindji and Kriol (an English-based creole), is now the main language of the younger generations in this community, with an ongoing pattern of replacement of Gurindji language elements with Kriol (McConvell and Meakins 2005; Meakins et al. 2019). School-based education is conducted entirely in English. However, English is rarely used outside the classroom, restricted to interactions with local government and in some employment settings.

We scale-up the classic Labovian paradigm of modeling language variation and change (Labov 1966) to multiple dimensions by analyzing 185 variables including lexicon and grammar, both in production and comprehension, drawn from 96 hours of language recordings of seventy-eight speakers, representing 15% of the entire speech community (Meakins et al. 2019). For each individual, we have information on key social factors, including age, family relationships, household, location, and education level. We analyze all language variables in a multidimensional framework, allowing us to detect general trends of language change without losing the ability to trace the fate of specific language elements or identify individual speakers.

2. Data
2.1 Data collection
This study builds on a recently published language corpus, based on recordings of people from the Gurindji communities of Kalkaringi and Daguragu (Fig. 1), including seventy-eight speakers, which represent approximately 15% of the current Gurindji community (Meakins et al. 2019). The Gurindji language is undergoing rapid shift: while the older generations speak both Gurindji and Kriol (an English-lexifier creole widely spoken in Indigenous communities across Northern Australia), younger generations speak neither language fluently, but instead use a mixed language which consists of both Gurindji and Kriol elements, as well as some innovative features found in neither source language. English is the language of formal education but is rarely spoken in these communities outside the school setting (Meakins 2008).

The corpus consists of 96 hours of recordings of a range of tasks including free narratives, conversation, procedural descriptions (such as how to make artifacts or prepare bush foods), picture-prompt narratives, and director-matcher tasks (Meakins et al. 2019). The picture-prompt narratives and director-matcher tasks are conducted between peers from the speaker community (Meakins, Green and Turpin 2018), to avoid adjustment of language usage to accommodate a non-native speaker (i.e. the linguist). Peers are matched by generation to ensure the speaker does not accommodate a Gurindji person of another generation (e.g. a member of an older generation might use more Kriol when speaking to a person from a younger generation). Elicitation tasks included narrative descriptions using picture books and director-matcher tasks (see Meakins et al. (2019) for details).

The dataset consists of 185 language variables, with 130 production variables (recorded use of a language variant by a speaker) and 55 comprehension variables (experimentally determined understanding of a language variant by a speaker). Within production variables, forty are grammar and ninety are lexicon, and, of these, ninety are nouns and forty are verbs. See Supplementary Table S1 for a full list of variables, and all 356 variants analyzed.

The production variants (V1-V130) are drawn from a 96-hour corpus of audio and video recordings which consist of free narratives, conversation, procedural descriptions (e.g. how to make artifacts, how to collect and prepare bush foods, etc), picture-prompt narratives (e.g. Frog stories (Mayer 1969)) and picture-prompt sentences which were elicited through a series of director-matcher tasks targeted at particular linguistic variables (Meakins 2011) (see Supplementary Video). The corpus is held in PARADISEC (the Pacific And Regional Archive for Digital Sources in Endangered Cultures), which is a digital repository for language recordings. For each variable, we record whether each speaker uses Gurindji variants and/or non-Gurindji variants (Supplementary Information Table S2). The non-Gurindji variants are typically from Kriol, but we also include some innovative forms in the ‘non-Gurindji’ category (Meakins et al. 2019). These innovations are often a novel blend of Gurindji and Kriol forms. We also
 record production variables, which record whether a speaker can give the Gurindji term for a concept or not. For example, variables V120-V130 require speakers to say a word indicating a direction (e.g. North, Darwin: see Supplementary Table S1). There is no Kriol variant for ‘north’, so using the Gurindji word (kayirra) is recorded as 1, otherwise is recorded as 0 (null). In Section 3.3, we describe how we have adapted the Wright–Fisher (WF) method to analyze these kinds of production variables that have only one variant.

The comprehension variables (V131-V185) are drawn from experimental data from a number of 4AFC (alternative forced choice) tasks where participants hear a Gurindji word and choose from four pictures the one they believe matches the audio stimulus best (see Meakins and Wigglesworth (2013) for more information on methods). Spatial comprehension variables come from dead reckoning tasks (see Meakins and Algy (2016) for more information on methods). Each comprehension variable records whether a speaker understands a Gurindji form, so by definition, each comprehension variable has one Gurindji variant.

There are several important strengths of this approach. First, unlike recording free conversation, the

![Figure 1. Map of northern Australia showing the location of the two Gurindji communities, Kalkaringi and Daguragu.](image-url)
elicitation tasks ensure that every speaker has multiple opportunities to produce each language variable. Therefore, we have information for each one of the seventy-eight speakers for every one of 185 variables, and we can be confident that failure to use a variant is indicative of its absence from the linguatype of that speaker—that is, this variant is not a feature of their current linguistic repertoire, even if they have used it in the past or might adopt that variant in future (see Supplementary Table S2). This illustrates that the linguatype is a sampling strategy that provides a description of the individual’s language usage pattern at the time of sampling, rather than an attempt to characterize their lifetime repertoire or ‘idiolect’. The linguatype approach does not require us to assume that the individual’s idiolect was formed in childhood and has remained essentially unchanged. Instead, the linguatype represents an informative but unbiased sample of language variation from one individual at a particular point in time.

Second, the 185 features are chosen because they are known to have multiple variants in the speaker community, but not because of any specific pattern of change in those variables. This is equivalent to the identification of polymorphic loci in population genetic studies, which aim to find genetic traits known to vary within communities in order to track variation and change over space and time (Bromham 2016), but differs from the classic sociolinguistic approach of focusing on variables known to be undergoing a specific trajectory of change (Labov 1994a, b). A speaker’s linguatype can change over their life span, so the linguatype represents a snapshot of a speaker’s idiolect at the time of sampling. Note that linguatype sampling strategy is agnostic with respect to the mode of transmission of linguistic variants, for example, whether they are learned from parents or shared among unrelated peers. Indeed, this approach can be used to contrast the relative strengths of ‘vertical transmission’ (from parents and grandparents) to ‘horizontal transmission’ (from peers or unrelated speakers).

Third, by sampling a large number of language variables, we have sufficient statistical power to track influences of peers, family, household, and external cultural factors (such as education and language exposure) on individual patterns of language use, and to examine differential rates of change in grammar and lexicon, nouns and verbs, and production and comprehension variables.

2.2 Social, demographic, and cultural factors

For each individual in this study, we record the following social, demographic, and cultural factors:

- **Generation**: Age is used to divide participants into three generations: Generation 1 (‘Grandparents’: >40 years old), Generation 2 (‘Parents’: 20–40 years old); and Generation 3 (‘Children’: 8–14 years old). Note that these labels do not imply that everyone in Generation 1 has grandchildren, or that all 20- to 40-year olds are biological parents, but we use these as culturally appropriate labels that reflect social and classificatory relationships within this community.
- **Family**: All participants are members of ten extended families, identified by a participant’s lineage across the three generations. Two participants could be included in more than one family, but for the purposes of the analysis they were assigned to the family they most closely identify with.
- **Household**: All participants are divided into thirty-one residential households according to their primary place of residence at the time of data collection. Note that membership of household and family have a degree of overlap, but they are not identical: family is defined by pedigree and household by co-habitation.
- **Community**: Households are clustered into two communities, Daguragu and Kalkaringi, which are the only permanent Gurindji settlements (8 km apart: Fig. 1). Community is a higher-level category of spatial clustering, used in analyses where we do not wish to include all households as separate factors.
- **Level of education**: We define three levels, according to years of formal school-based education (which has always been conducted in English in these communities): Low = up to third grade of primary school; Medium = completion of primary school and up to fourth year of high school; High = senior school or tertiary. The binning is based on common educational experience in this community. The Low category is common for people 40+ years old (Generation 1), as this was the extent of primary education available for many older people. Many members of Generation 2 have completed primary school and up to fourth year of high school. Most Generation 2 individuals have not completed all 6 years of high school, although some have tertiary education. Because many members of the Generation 3 (children) have not yet completed their schooling, we analyze generations separately when we are looking for correlates of education level. We use these three levels for the discriminant correspondence analysis (DCA), but we combine these into two levels for the generalized linear mixed model (GLMM), in order to avoid having too
many groupings in the analysis with zero speakers. In the GLMM we combine medium and high, referring to this category as ‘high’.

- **Exposure to heritage language**: We categorize participants by their level of exposure to a fluent Gurindji speaker. All members of Generation 1 (Grandparent generation) are fluent Gurindji speakers, but members of Generations 2 and 3 speak the mixed language and are not fluent in Gurindji. Therefore we rank exposure by the amount of time each speaker has spent co-habiting with a fluent Gurindji speaker from Generation 1: Low = has never lived with a Generation 1 person; Medium = lived with a Generation 1 person most of their childhood; High = has lived with a member of Generation 1 most of their life. Members of Generation 1 do not vary in their exposure level so these analyses are only conducted on Generations 2 (Parents) and 3 (Children). As for education level, we use three levels for the DCA (low, medium, high), but two levels for the GLMM (low, high + medium), again to avoid having too many groups in the analysis with zero speakers.

The distribution of speakers between age classes, exposure levels, and education levels is summarized in Fig. 2.

### 3. Analysis and results

We perform three different forms of analysis, each of which asks a different, complementary question about language variation and change in the Gurindji speech community.

#### 3.1 Discriminant Correspondence Analysis (DCA)

We use DCA (Williams et al. 2010) to ask if linguatypes (individual language patterns) cluster by social, demographic, and cultural factors. We calculate the $R^2$ as the percentage of the variation between linguatypes that can be explained by the factors of interest: generation, family, household, education, exposure (see Section 2.2). As the $R^2$ increases from 0 to 1, more variation in linguatypes between individuals is explained by the factor that defines group membership, indicating that linguatypes are clustered together into groups defined by shared social, demographic, and/or cultural factors. To test the statistical significance of clustering in linguatypes, we generate a null distribution by randomly assigning speakers to factors (1,000 permutations). All the factors have higher $R^2$ values than the 1,000 permutations, suggesting that they have a statistical significance of clustering in linguatypes at significance level 0.001. We also apply F-tests on each factor to approximate P-values. Because different generations have different average levels of key factors such as education and exposure, we perform DCA on education and exposure separately for each generation (Table 1).

The DCA analyses show that the factor responsible for the strongest clustering effect in grouping similar linguatypes is ‘Generation’: the first principal component (PC) separates speakers by generation, rather than education level and level of exposure to heritage language (Fig. 3). Within each generation, speakers tend to cluster with other individuals with the same level of education or exposure to heritage language. When we group speakers by both generation and education, 92% of the language variation between those groups is accounted for by different generations and 8% of the variation by levels of education. When we group speakers by both generation and exposure to Gurindji, 85% of the variation between groups is accounted for by generation and 15% of the variation by exposure.

#### 3.2 Generalized linear mixed model (GLMM)

The DCA analysis asks which social, demographic, and cultural factors capture overall variation in language use between individuals, clustering linguatypes into groups. Next we use GLMM (Hadfield 2010) to look at the
-grandparents (≥40 years old), Parents (20–40 years old), and Children (8–14 years old). P-values are based on F-tests against a null distribution generated by 1,000 permutations of randomizing individuals to factors.

**Table 1. Factors influencing individual language patterns (linguatype)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Household</th>
<th>Education level</th>
<th>Language exposure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grandparents</td>
<td>Parents</td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>Grandparents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2_{Adj}$</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>$9 \times 10^{-38}$</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$7 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: DCA, with R-squared value for each factor adjusted by the number of levels in each factor, for three generations within the speaker population: Grandparents (≥40 years old), Parents (20–40 years old), and Children (8–14 years old). P-values are based on F-tests against a null distribution generated by 1,000 permutations of randomizing individuals to factors.

**Figure 3.** DCA for groups defined by generation, language exposure, and education level. We plot the range that contains 95% speakers from each group in PC space according to their linguatypes. PC1, which separates different generations, produces the greatest separation between groups, suggesting that there is much larger variation between generations than among levels of education or levels of exposure to heritage language in the speaker community. Note that there is no variation in exposure in the Grandparent generation who are all fluent Gurindji speakers.

** Pence 3.** DCA for groups defined by generation, language exposure, and education level. We plot the range that contains 95% speakers from each group in PC space according to their linguatypes. PC1, which separates different generations, produces the greatest separation between groups, suggesting that there is much larger variation between generations than among levels of education or levels of exposure to heritage language in the speaker community. Note that there is no variation in exposure in the Grandparent generation who are all fluent Gurindji speakers.

The effect of the social, demographic, and cultural factors on changes in language use across all language variables, analyzed at the level of patterns of variants used for each language variable. We ask whether these factors predict relative frequencies of patterns of language variants. To do this, we first describe the patterns of variant usage that are observed in the linguatypes of the population. Each speaker must have at least one variant of each language variable, but they may have more than one. For example, an individual may use Gurindji and Kriol variants for a variable, or multiple Gurindji variants, or multiple Kriol variants, or innovative forms, or any combination of the available variants.

In this study, we are specifically interested in identifying factors that are associated with inclusion of Gurindji variants in the linguatype. To do this, we express the frequency of patterns of variant use with respect to a reference pattern, so that we can identify which patterns of use have more or fewer Gurindji variants than the reference pattern. Comparison to a reference pattern is also required to account for the dependency of frequencies of patterns: since each individual is characterized by one pattern of variants, then, by necessity, a change in frequency of one pattern in the population must cause a change in frequency of other patterns. The reference pattern is used to scale the frequency of patterns to allow us to detect relative changes in frequency. To compare patterns of language usage among groups defined by the factor of interest, we need to ensure that the reference pattern has a nonzero frequency in each of the groups, so we select the reference pattern as the most common pattern in the group with the fewest incidences (e.g. only five speakers from Generation 3 have both high education level and high exposure level to heritage language, so the most common pattern in this group is set as the reference pattern).

Now we can use GLMM to estimate the effect of each factor on the frequency of patterns of language use relative to the reference pattern, specifically focusing on patterns with more or fewer Gurindji variants than the reference pattern. In each GLMM, the dependent variable is the language variable, and family is a random effect (because we have no expected direction of influence of family on linguatype). More specifically, the dependent variable is a vector of the frequencies of all patterns of variant usage in the language variable relative to the reference pattern and each pattern of usage is marked as having more or fewer Gurindji variants than the reference pattern. To avoid too few incidences in each level of a factor, we reduced the level of education to two levels (high + medium and low) and the level of exposure to Gurindji to two levels (high + medium and low), and, rather than including each household in the analysis, households are grouped into the two communities (Kalkaringi and Daguragu). We first ask how speakers
from different generations use variants differently for each variable, by defining generation and community as fixed effects (because there are only two communities and therefore only a single coefficient to describe community effect on a pattern of usage in a language variable, it does not matter whether community is treated as a fixed effect or a random effect). We then ask how speakers from the same generation, but with different education levels and exposure to Gurindji, use variants differently for each variable, by defining education level, exposure to Gurindji, and community as fixed effects.

For each fixed effect, we calculated a $z$-value from the posterior distribution of its coefficient, so the effect of each factor is comparable across different language variables. If a factor has no significant influence on the language variant patterns for a particular language variable, so that each pattern is just as likely to increase or decrease in frequency relative to the reference pattern, then we expect the $z$-value of the factor on each pattern to follow a standard normal distribution, therefore the significance test on the factor is whether its $z$-value is larger than 1.96 or smaller than $-1.96$. This allows us to test for a significant impact of factors on each variable. But it also allows us to look for significant trends across all variables. For all the patterns over all the language variables, the sum of their $z$-values will follow a normal distribution with mean equal to zero and variance equal to the number of patterns. Using this normal distribution as the null distribution, we can test if a factor has significant influence on the frequency of patterns of use of Gurindji variants over all the language variables. Figure 4 shows that individuals in the Parent and Children generations tend to use patterns with fewer Gurindji variants than individuals of the Grandparent generation. This result indicates decreasing inclusion of heritage language elements over generations.

Figure 5 shows that, for the majority of variables, patterns of use with relatively more Gurindji variants are associated with lower levels of formal education and greater exposure to the older generation of fluent Gurindji speakers. Most speakers in the Parent generation have high exposure to Gurindji, and most Children have low exposure to Gurindji (Fig. 2), so our estimated effects of education on members of the Parent and Children generations should be independent of the exposure effect. In addition, all Parents with low exposure to Gurindji also have a low education level, and all children speakers with a high exposure to Gurindji also have a high education level. This suggests that the estimated associations between education and exposure and the retention of heritage language variants are not driven by collinearity between education and exposure levels, because if they were, then we would expect education and exposure to be associated with the retention of heritage variants in the same direction.

For the family factor, we calculate the intraclass correlation of the random effect that describes how often speakers from the same family have the same frequency of each pattern compared with speakers from the other families. The significance test on the random effect is based on a randomization test with 1,000 permutations, where speakers are randomly assigned to families, to generate a null distribution for comparison. We find that language variant patterns that are significantly associated with generation (Fig. 4) are often not significantly influenced by family. This result suggests that the family effect does not overwhelm similarity among peers in patterns of language variants.

3.3 Wright-Fisher (WF) analysis

The first analysis (DCA) tells us that demographic, social, and cultural factors have significant effects on individual patterns of language use in the Gurindji speaker community. The second analysis (GLMM) tells us, more specifically, that inclusion of relatively more Gurindji variants in an individual’s language usage patterns (as represented by the linguatype) is significantly associated with more years living with elders and fewer years of formal education in English, across all generations. Now we wish to ask which aspects of language have greater rates of retention or loss.

We extend our previous work in applying the WF model to language change (Meakins et al. 2019). The WF model describes a serial sampling process from one timestep to the next (Fisher 1956; Wright 1931). In this case, speakers in one generation sample the language variants they hear in the previous generation’s usage. Modeling this series of sampling processes over generations allows us to describe the expected degree of fluctuation in the frequency of patterns due to sampling error alone. The value of this model is that it allows us to generate an expected variation in frequencies of variants over time just due to random sampling processes; that is, if the frequency of different language variants fluctuates randomly, without preference to any particular variant. This provides a null distribution to compare the observed change in frequencies over generations to identify significant trends that are unlikely to be due to random sampling effects. Now we can consider which kinds of variants have a greater rate of retention (maintaining their frequency in the population over generations) or adoption (rising in frequency in the population over generations).
A key parameter of this model is the rate of retention of a class of language variants, representing the relative rise or drop in frequency of a class of variants from one generation to the next (Meakins et al. 2019). While we might naturally think of maintenance of Gurindji variants as ‘retention’ and rise in use of Kriol or Innovative variants as ‘adoption’, these patterns are both modeled as the rate of change in frequency of variation over generations, so represent the same parameter in the WF analysis, which we will refer to as retention rate.

We improved our previous application of the WF model in two ways. First, our previous analysis described changes in the frequency of Gurindji (G), Kriol (K) and innovative (I) variants over generations, so we fitted the probability of speakers from each generation using each variant of a language variable to a Dirichlet distribution (Meakins et al. 2019). But here we are specifically testing three hypotheses: two hypotheses contrast change in frequency of Gurindji variants in different features, and one hypothesis concerns the uptake of contact-driven language variants (K or I). In each case, we need to only consider changes in frequency of one type of variant (either G variants or K + I variants). This simplifies our analysis because we only need to calculate the probability of using one type of variant, rather than calculate the probability of using each variant in a language variable. So we can make our analysis more efficient by using the marginal distribution of the Dirichlet distribution for the type of variants of interest.

Our second improvement is to address a limitation of the previous model, which could not be applied to language variables for which some speakers have zeros for all available variants. This is particularly a problem for comprehension variables, because each comprehension variable records whether a speaker knows the Gurindji form of a language variable (1) or not (0). So unlike most production variables, where a participant must use at least one variant, the comprehension variables can have a null variant (0). This issue also applies to some production variables which, instead of using alternative G or K variants, can shift to a different part of the communicative repertoire. For example, production variable

---

**Figure 4.** Results of GLMM on frequency of usage of Gurindji variants across generations. Each data point is a pattern of language use that has more (G+) or fewer (G−) Gurindji variants than the reference pattern. For data points with x-axis ≥1.96 (the right vertical dashed line), parents use the pattern significantly more often than grandparents. For datapoints with y-axis ≥1.96 (the top horizontal dashed line), children use the pattern significantly more often than parents. The size of each data point represents the degree of family contribution to the pattern. Family has significant effect on data points with a black outline. Most of these data points are in the centre of the plot, not significantly influenced by generation. In general, there is an increase in patterns of use with fewer Gurindji variants and so a decrease in inclusion of Gurindji variants over generations.
To solve this problem, we model the state of not having a language variant as an additional variant. The probability of a speaker using the variant of the variable then follows a beta distribution (a Dirichlet distribution with two dimensions) determined by the adoption rates of both the variant and the null variant (e.g. pointing or a lack of comprehension). Following our previous application, the final likelihood of a speaker knowing a particular variant of a variable is the cumulative probability of the beta distribution under an arbitrary threshold, which we set to 5%. Our previous application demonstrates that the analysis is robust to the choice of the threshold (Meakins et al. 2019).

We use a maximum likelihood method to estimate the retention rates of three types of language variants: Gurindji, Kriol + Innovation and null (using no variant). The retention rate of a variant is the rate that the variant will be in preference to other variants after each sampling process (we could use the term ‘adoption rate’ for the same parameter when we are considering new variants that start at lower frequency). A likelihood ratio test is performed to compare a null model, where the type of variants under test has the same retention rate in different language features, to an alternative model, where the type of variant has a significantly different adoption rates in different language features. For example, to test the hypothesis that the production of Gurindji is lost more rapidly than comprehension, we compare a null model, in which G variants have equal retention rate between production and comprehension, to a biased model, where G variants have a different retention rates depending on whether they are production or comprehension variables. The hypothesis is supported if G variants in production have a significantly lower retention rate and so faster rate of loss than G variants in comprehension.

We can use this model to compare the rates of retention of Gurindji variants in different language features. To do this, we perform a likelihood ratio test to compare a null model, where different language features have the same rates of retention of Gurindji variants, to an alternative model, where different rates of retention are fitted to different classes of language features. We found that Gurindji variants in production variables decreased in frequency at a greater rate than comprehension variables, but there was no statistical difference in rate of change of frequency of Gurindji grammar vs lexicon, or nouns vs verbs (Table 2).

4. Discussion
We recognize multiple influences on language variation and change, ranging from the use or disuse of specific variants, to different rates of change across elements of language such as frequently used lexicon or grammatical structures, to membership of different social or demographic groups, to aspects of language evolution or contact induced-shift that are manifest at the level of whole
speaker populations. We can consider all of these factors together when we use an individual’s linguatype to place them in a multidimensional space, defined by variation in the use of sampled language features, each of which has at least two variants. We can then ask which demographic, social or cultural factors cluster linguatypes (i.e. explain significant amounts of variation in patterns of language usage between individuals).

We performed discriminant correspondence analysis to contrast the relative explanatory power of peers, family, education and co-habitants on shaping language variation between individual speakers across 185 language variables. We found that all of these factors were significant in clustering patterns of language usage (Table 1), but that generation is the strongest clustering factor, suggesting that a speaker’s linguatype is most similar to that of their peers rather than their family, household or community (Fig. 3). The second strongest clustering factor is exposure to Gurindji as a result of living with a member of the older generation in childhood. Number of years of formal school-based education also has a strong influence on language variation. Family and household have significant effects on clustering language variation, but their effects are not as strong as generation, exposure, and education. Within each generation, speakers cluster with those with similar levels of formal education or Gurindji language exposure (Fig. 3).

Having identified factors that shape linguatypes in this speaker community, we used a GLMM to examine how these social factors predict patterns of use of specific language elements. We did this by comparing the relative frequencies of patterns of use that include Gurindji variants for each language variable between groups defined by these significant factors. Inclusion of heritage language elements in individuals’ linguatypes decreased across generations of speakers, reflecting the ongoing process of language shift in this community (Fig. 4). Within each generation, cultural factors shape the use of Gurindji. In particular, individuals with more years of formal education are less likely to use Gurindji variants (Fig. 5). However, adults and children who live with a member of the ‘Grandparent’ generation (i.e. fluent Gurindji speakers) in childhood are more likely to use variants from their heritage language than those growing up in households without elders (Fig. 5). While families do shape linguatype, these effects do not overwhelm the effect of peers on language variation (Fig. 4).

Which aspects of Gurindji are most vulnerable to loss? Because our database contains a large number of language variants, we can contrast rates of loss between grammar and lexicon, nouns and verbs, production and comprehension. We compare the patterns of change over three generations using a Wright-Fisher (WF) analysis, which compares observed rates of change to the range of outcomes expected under unbiased sampling (Meakins et al. 2019). We show that there is a significantly lower rate of retention in Gurindji variants of production variables (requiring active use of a language feature) than comprehension variables (testing understanding) (Table 2). This result suggests that Gurindji production is lost faster than comprehension, a pattern supported by previous observations (Dorian 1981; Fishman 1991; Meakins and Wigglesworth 2013; Tsunoda 2005; UNESCO 2003). However, we find no evidence that Gurindji grammar is lost faster than lexicon, or that noun variants are lost at a greater rate than verbs (Table 2). Therefore, our results do not support the widely held view that nouns are replaced at a greater rate than verbs (Haugen 1950; Moravcsik 1978; Muysken 1981; Singh 1982), or that grammar of heritage language suffers greater rates of loss under language shift than lexicon (Matras 2009; Myers-Scotton 2002; Thomason and Kaufman 1988; Weinreich 1974 [1953]; Zenner and Kristiansen 2014).

4.1 The effects of education in English and exposure to Gurindji

In summary, we find that family, household, peers and community all shape individual patterns of language use, but the effect of peers is the strongest of these, as individuals cluster most strongly with others of the same generation. We also identify aspects of the ‘external setting’ within this community that are having a significant impact on the vitality of this highly endangered Indigenous language (Sasse 1992). A notable result of our analysis is that formal schooling appears to have a

### Table 2. Relative rate of retention of Indigenous (Gurindji) language variants for different language features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed rate difference</th>
<th>Relative rate</th>
<th>Likelihood ratio</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perception &gt; Production</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>262.06</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexicon &gt; Grammar</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb &gt; Noun</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: WF analysis, with different retention rates of Gurindji variants fitted to different categories of language features (production vs perception, grammar vs lexicon, and noun vs verb) and a likelihood ratio test against the null hypothesis that there is no difference in the retention rates of Gurindji variants between the two language features. The proposed rate differences represent hypotheses of rate differences in retention rates of the different categories. A significant result of the likelihood ratio test and a relative rate of retention lower than 1 support the hypothesis of significantly different rates of retention.
significant negative association with retention of heritage language variants, across all generations in the speaker community. This result does not imply that learning English is harmful, but that monolingual education can have unintended negative consequences on Indigenous language competency. While monolingual education appears to be associated with erosion of Indigenous language competency in this community, it has not resulted in high competency in English: most students in this community are not fluent in English, and the school performs substantially below national averages in all aspects of standard literacy and numeracy tests, which are conducted entirely in English (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority 2018). The association between formal education and Indigenous language attrition in this community is not simply the result of perceived economic or social advantages of competency in the dominant language (Mufwene 2003), because schooling is not leading to widespread use of English. Instead, the pattern of shift is leading to the formation of a mixed language, characterized by loss of elements of Gurindji grammar and lexicon and their replacement by Kriol. While Kriol is widely spoken in Indigenous communities in northern Australia, it is rarely used in mainstream economic activities or educational settings, nor is it used in wider social contexts for communicating with non-Indigenous people. The preferred language of the younger generations in this community, the mixed language Gurindji Kriol, is not commonly spoken outside the communities of Kalkaringi and Dagaragu, and so does not have a broader socioeconomic reach than Gurindji.

Our findings are consistent with many remote Indigenous communities in Australia in which English is not the first language of most students (Macqueen et al. 2018). In Australia, education in Indigenous communities is almost always conducted in English, even when English not commonly spoken in the day-to-day interactions in the community. Furthermore, in common with many other Anglophone countries, high-stakes educational testing in literacy and numeracy has been introduced, partly justified as a means to reduce Indigenous disadvantage by ensuring competency in English (Allendorf 2017; Macqueen et al. 2018; McCarty 2009; Ryan and Whitman 2013; Wyman et al. 2010). In Australia, USA, and Canada, where rates of Indigenous language loss have been the most dramatic, the results of nationwide tests for educational attainment, conducted in English, have been used to reduce support for bilingual education (Combs and Nicholas 2012; Devlin 2011; Wyman et al. 2010). But development of these policies focused on English competency has seen less emphasis on the effect of formal education on competency in Indigenous languages, nor on appropriate ways to evaluate such an effect (Hinton 2011; Macqueen et al. 2018; O’Grady 2018), leading to the ‘squandering of the personal, community, and national linguistic and intellectual resources within the mainstream classroom’ (Cummins 2005). Conversely, promoting Indigenous language development in a bilingual setting can have flow-on effects to improve educational performance (Cummins 2005; McCarty 2003; Usborne et al. 2009).

Our analysis highlights positive influences on retention of Indigenous language elements within the speaker community. While we confirm that the strong effect of peers on shaping individual language patterns is a powerful force in language shift, we also demonstrate that growing up in a household with a member of the older generation is a significant factor in the retention of the Indigenous language. Language loss ultimately results from the disruption of the transmission of a heritage language across generations (Forrest 2018). While bilingual education may be the gold standard for developing and maintaining language vitality (Devlin, Disbray and Devlin 2017), it is not available in all communities with endangered languages. In such situations, Indigenous language vitality can be encouraged through other means, in partnership with schools and community members. In many Indigenous communities, where school teachers speak the nationally dominant language and cannot provide language instruction in an Indigenous language, the focus should be on developing an education system that supports existing language transmission pathways or at least does not disrupt them. For example, while promoting book-reading in the home has a positive influence on English competency in Indigenous children, oral storytelling can have a stronger effect on Indigenous language competency (Farrant et al. 2014). Fluent speakers from older generations can be included in school activities, as they are in Kohanga Reo (‘language nest’) settings in New Zealand (May 1999; Reedy 2000).

4.2 Patterns of loss cross-linguistically

Once language shift is underway, as it is in the Gurindji community, how does it affect different linguistic systems? Fishman and others note that one indication of language shift is generational differences in speaking versus understanding the heritage language, that is, younger generations will be able to understand their parents or grandparents, but not necessarily have fluency in the language itself (Dorian 1981; Fishman 1991; Meakins and Wigglesworth 2013; Tsunoda 2005;
The WF analysis confirms this observation that production is lost faster than comprehension. In this case study, the use of Gurindji language is being lost eleven times faster than the comprehension of Gurindji.

The WF model also produced some surprising results. The first unexpected result is that the WF did not confirm the cross-linguistic observation that nouns are generally considered to be more easily adopted than verbs (Haugen 1950; Moravcsik 1978; Muysken 1981; Singh 1982). In our dataset, the rate of adoption of Kriol nouns is not significantly higher than the rate of adoption of Kriol verbs. This result is in contrast to broadscale studies of language borrowing, such as the Leipzig Loanword Typology project which includes forty-one languages, which found that nouns were twice as likely to be borrowed as verbs (Haspelmath and Tadmor 2009). One of the reasons that verbs are transferred between languages less often than nouns relates to the fact that they generally carry more inflection than nouns, for example, TAM marking vs number or gender marking (Weinreich 1974 [1953]; Wohlgemuth 2009). Kriol verbs are largely uninflected and are therefore easier to borrow or code-switch, which probably explains why they behave in a similar manner to nouns (Meakins and O’Shannessy 2012). Indeed, equal rates of noun and verb borrowing have also been found for older borrowings into Gurindji from neighboring Indigenous languages, with the lack of inflection again being an explanation (McConvell 2009).

Second, the WF analysis did not support the hypothesis that grammar is more vulnerable to loss than lexicon in language shift scenarios, because we found no significant difference in the rate of loss of grammar and lexicon. In situations of language shift, it has been observed that speakers will maintain words in their speech for longer than grammatical structures. Similarly, in code-switching and borrowing scenarios, grammar is rarely transferred between languages, whereas words are commonly borrowed and switched into another language’s grammatical frame (Greenhill et al. 2017; Matras 2009; Myers-Scotton 2002; Thomason and Kaufman 1988; Weinreich 1974 [1953]; Zenner and Kristiansen 2014). Given these observations, it is not clear why the loss of grammar does not proceed significantly faster in our dataset. However, this observation may relate to differences in methods and the selection of language features. Most studies that show grammar > lexicon and noun > verb patterns of loss or transfer examine small numbers of variables which are chosen often for their known patterns of change (see Greenhill et al. (2017) for an exception). This method of selection can result in an ascertainment bias that can skew results by focusing on features known to be undergoing a specific pattern of change. In our study, we examine 185 features that were chosen only because they are variable, rather than because of their specific patterns of variation. Ideally, studies of language contact and change should be extended over a large representative sample of language features which show variation, in order to detect general patterns of change. Using a multivariate approach as we have done avoids any risk of cherry-picking features that are undergoing common patterns of change.

5. Conclusion

We have shown that, in this community, there is a rapid shift in language usage away from using language elements from the Indigenous language and toward more inclusion of Kriol (Meakins et al. 2019). While family and household have an important effect on individual language patterns, peers exert the strongest influence on shaping ‘linguatypes’. However, the identification of significant external factors that impact on Indigenous language retention—more years of formal schooling results in greater loss of Indigenous language, and exposure to older generations results in retention of Indigenous language elements—points to the potential for interventions that increase vitality in endangered Indigenous languages. Measures of language endangerment typically focus on both usage (e.g. whether used in formal schooling) and transmission (e.g. whether being learned by children at home) (Lee and Van Way 2016; Lewis and Simons 2010; Moseley 2010). Our results have relevance for both of these aspects of language vitality, suggesting that practices that promote the contact between children and elders will enhance Indigenous language retention, and that measures that limit the spheres of usage of the language (e.g. not being used in the classroom) can accelerate erosion of Indigenous language. In this way, our study on a single language community provides an informative view of larger scale processes of language vitality and endangerment.

The idea that monolingual education and exposure to heritage language at home are important factors influencing language vitality is widely accepted (which is why these factors are included in our study). Yet there have been relatively few quantitative studies of the effect of such factors on language shift due to the difficulty of collecting appropriate data and having an effective analytical framework. Most existing studies use self-reported information for relatively few participants, and focus on broad-brush measures of language competency.
Our study is unique in the quantity of data we bring to this question, both in terms of number of speakers and number of language variables, and in the novel analytic approach we take, which provides confirmation of qualitative impressions or more limited quantitative analyses. We hope this study adds weight to the conviction that these key cultural factors are important in language maintenance, providing focus for useful interventions in the maintenance of minority language vitality.
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